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Web Design in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2001

	Web Design in a Nutshell, 2nd Edition contains the nitty-gritty on everything you need to know to design Web pages. It's an excellent reference for HTML 4.01 tags (including tables, frames, forms, color, and cascading style sheets) with special attention given to browser support, platform idiosyncrasies, and standards. You'll also...
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Beginning C++ Through Game Programming, Third EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Cutting-edge computer games rival the best that Hollywood has to offer in visual effects, musical score, and pure adrenaline rush. But games are a form of entertainment unlike any other; they can keep players glued to their monitors for hours on end. What sets games apart and makes them so engrossing is interactivity. In a computer game, you...
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Flash Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2004

	This collection offers expert Flash tips and tricks for optimization, creating interesting effects, ActionScript programming, sound and video effects, and much more--and you don't need to be an expert to use them (although you'll certainly look like one). Ranging from practical hacks to the fun and quirky, the book covers Flash MX,...
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JavaScript Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2010

	Much has changed since the first edition of JavaScript Step by Step was written in 2007. The underlying JavaScript specification received a major update; Microsoft released Windows Internet Explorer 8—and now 9 (which is about to be released as I write this); JavaScript development frameworks have matured and are now ubiquitous; and...
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Flash MX Savvy (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2002
Anticipates your goals and uses professional examples to show you the best ways to attain them. Hands-on tutorials allows you to apply different techniques to projects that will yield useful, real-world results. Softcover. CD-ROM included.       

   This is the first book in our Savvy series, a new line of premium quality, in-depth...
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Inside Dynamic Html (Microsoft Programming Series)Microsoft Press, 1997
For Web developers, one of the most exciting features of Microsoft(r) Internet Explorer 4.0 is Dynamic HTML, a powerful Microsoft extension of standard HTML that brings a new level of interactivity to content developers' Web sites. And INSIDE DYNAMIC HTML is the technical bible on this important new innovation. It's for Web developers,...
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Foundation Dreamweaver MXFriends of Ed, 2003

	Macromedia Dreamweaver MX merges the faultless visual layout tools of Dreamweaver and the powerful yet easy-to-use database integration offered by UltraDev into a product that is simply the most vital piece of software any web designer can own.


	Unlike many other books, Foundation Dreamweaver MX concentrates on both sides...
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Designing for Performance: Weighing Aesthetics and SpeedO'Reilly, 2014

	
		As a web designer, you encounter tough choices when it comes to weighing aesthetics and performance. Good content, layout, images, and interactivity are essential for engaging your audience, and each of these elements have an enormous impact on page load time and the end-user experience. In this practical book, Lara Hogan helps you...
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Adobe Muse: Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012

	Those creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Muse choose Adobe Muse Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative Team at Adobe Press. The 10 project-based lessons in this book show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working in Muse.

...
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Digital Storytelling, First Edition : A Creator's Guide to Interactive EntertainmentFocal Press, 2004
This book is about storytelling—a new form of storytelling, to be sure, but part of
a tradition that stretches back to preliterate times. Storytelling is a magical and
powerful craft. Not only can it transport the audience on a thrilling journey into
an imaginary world, but it can also reveal dark secrets of human nature or...
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The Discipline of Organizing: Professional Edition, 3rd EditionNew Society Publishers, 2015

	This ebook exploits many advanced capabilities with images, hypertext, and interactivity and is optimized for EPUB3-compliant book readers, especially Apple's iBooks and browser plugins. These features may not work on all ebook readers.

...
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Beginning Dynamic Websites : with ASP.NET Web Matrix (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2003
With this book and Web Matrix, you’ll be developing your own powerful ASP.NET  websites in no time.

We’ll start at the beginning, learning how to create graphical web pages in  Web Matrix. Then we’ll use Visual Basic .NET and databases to add the dynamic  features usually seen in expensive commercial websites....
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